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Counterintuitive multiphoton pulse sequences in molecular isomerization.
I. Selectivity and robustness of competing multiphoton stimulated
Raman adiabatic passage processes

Imrich Vrábela) and Werner Jakubetzb)

Institut für Theoretische Chemie und Molekulare Strukturbiologie, Universita¨t Wien, Wa¨hringer Str. 17,
A-1090 Wien, Austria

~Received 9 September 2002; accepted 24 December 2002!

We use a 28-level system consisting of the vibrational bend states of the HCN/HNC system as a
model system for the investigation of population transfer across the isomerization barrier using
counterintuitively ordered multiphoton~MP! laser pulses. This (m1n)-STIRAP ~stimulated
Raman-adiabatic passage! arrangement withm pump- andn Stokes-photons is found to be capable
of driving HCN→HNC transition states selectively and in a robust manner, despite the presence of
near-degenerate parallel processes of different photonicities. Employing Gaussian pulses with
widths of 80 ps, the process of highest photonicity we demonstrate is~416!-STIRAP, and we
investigate systematically the robustness against variations in pulse amplitudes and frequencies for
all parallel processes withm52 and 3, andn51 – 6. We discuss the conditions under which
selective population transfer is obtained. We also compare with~111!-STIRAP using overtone
transitions to drive the same state-specific processes and conclude that the few-step sequential
MP-STIRAP isomerization is a feasible alternative to the sequential~111!-STIRAP based method
proposed by Kurkal and Rice@J. Phys. Chem. B105, 6488~2001!#. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1545773#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Isomerization, hydrogen transfer, and other unimolecu
reactions proceeding on the electronic ground state pote
surface may be induced and driven by infrared laser pul
with the prospect of active laser control.1 In the most sim-
plistic model,2 such reactions are represented by two loc
ized states, the reactant state, and the product state, sepa
by a barrier and connected by a delocalized state in the
rier region, i.e., a transition state. In the language of quan
optics this case is represented by a three-level system~TLS!
in L-configuration, and thus potentially the arsenal of me
ods developed for population transfer in TLSs~Ref. 3! is
applicable to the control of unimolecular reactions.

In particular, pump–dump~PD! strategies1–3 involving
two resonantp-pulses,4 which transfer the system first to th
delocalized apex state of theL and then on to the produc
state, closely mimic collisional chemistry with its reactio
through the transition state: they are~chemically! ‘‘intui-
tive.’’ However, stringent conditions with respect to res
nance frequencies and pulse areas must be met in ord
achieve efficient population transfer.3,4 Considering velocity
and orientational distributions of the target particles a
natural temporal and spatial variations in the laser pulses
lack of robustness with respect to the pulse parameters
lead to difficulties in the experimental implementation
suchp-pulse methods. Robust mechanisms are also im
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tant for the success of laboratory methods generating l
fields by self-learning feedback techniques.5–7

Chemically less intuitive strategies may be invoked
obtain robust methods for reaction control. Population tra
fer by stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! ~Refs.
3, 8–12! is a particularly robust scheme. In this technique
‘‘counterintuitive’’ sequence of pulses is employed, in whic
the dump-laser, in this context generally referred to
Stokes-laser, precedes the pump laser. If population tran
proceeds adiabatically, the intermediate level remains
populated, and a transfer efficiency of 100% may
achieved over an extended region of pulse parameter sp
In an application to a model chemical reaction, the STIR
scheme was used by Ohtaet al.13 to control the intramolecu-
lar hydrogen transfer in a three-level asymmetric double-w
potential. They show that in such a model complete ‘‘isom
ization,’’ i.e., population transfer from one local minimum
state to the other, is possible using a counterintuitive pu
sequence.

Obviously models using TLSs can only demonstrate
principles of laser control of chemical reactions, but can
quantitatively reproduce the processes occurring in real
tems. Realistic reactive systems are multi- (N-)level systems
~NLSs! with an extendedL-structure. In order to describ
state specificisomerization, the initial and final states of th
TLS are each replaced by a specific level out of large set
vibrational or vibrotational reagent and product levels, a
similarly a set of delocalized levels above the barrier m
have to replace the single apex level. Furthermore, intric
coupling relations including various overtone- and throug
barrier couplings as well as couplings to background sta
il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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will modify the structure of these systems, turning them in
fairly complex networks dominated by aL-like backbone.

In order to implement PD and STIRAP techniques
such situations, generalizations of these techniques to N
are required. In principle, a generalization of the PD sche
is straightforward and may involve series of sequential pu
and dump pulses or multiphoton~MP! pump and dump
pulses in place of single-photon ones, or even sequence
such MP pulses. The former scenario has been pioneere
particular by Manz and co-workers,2,14 who have simulated
laser induced isomerization and proton transfer in one
mensional~1D! N-level model systems by series of simp
IR pulses. During the pump stage, the molecule is interm
diately prepared in different excited vibrational states in
reactant wellen routefrom the initial reactant state up to
delocalized state. Similarly, during the dump stage the m
ecule is prepared in different product statesen routefrom the
delocalized state down to a final target product state.
quences of MP pump and dump pulses have also been
to drive the prototype isomerization HCN→HNC state-
specifically using a three-dimensional~3D! Hamiltonian.15

The extension of the STIRAP to more complex cases
two aspects. The first one is the introduction of additio
levels into the basic TLS. Coulston and Bergmann10 have
worked out the conditions under which STIRAP transfer
mains efficient if additional levels in various configuratio
are coupled to the TLS. The second aspect, the introduc
of multistep cases, may be based on concepts similar to t
used in PD strategies. Thus Kurkal and Rice16 recently pro-
posed the use of asequenceof simple consecutive STIRAP
steps. Utilizing stretch-overtone transitions, they simula
HCN→HNC isomerization from ground state to ground sta
proceeding on a time scale of nanoseconds. Alternativ
several multipulse extensions of the STIRAP scheme h
been proposed for population transfer in extended NLSs
one of these methods the total ordering of all individual s
pulses is counterintuitive.17,18Alternatively, the counterintui-
tive pulse ordering is only partially maintained; all eve
numbered pulses in the sequence precede all the pu
corresponding to odd transitions.19 This latter scheme, de
noted ‘‘alternating STIRAP,’’ is restricted to sequential
coupled systems with an odd number of levels. Finally
third scheme denoted ‘‘straddling STIRAP’’ was propos
for arbitrary sequentially coupled NLSs and involves a co
terintuitive sequence of partially overlapping Stokes a
pump pulses, straddled by pulses on resonance with all in
mediate transitions.20 All these methods useN21 overlap-
ping pulses forN levels, which may make the experiment
realization less attractive in molecular systems with a h
density of vibrational states.

Interesting possibilities exist for extending convention
STIRAP to situations in which the pump and Stokes inter
tions involve MP transitions.18,21–23 In this case, the usua
~111!-STIRAP scheme~one pump photon and one Stok
photon! is modified to a MP-STIRAP, more precisely to a
(m1n)-STIRAP scheme (m pump photons andn Stokes
photons!. The suitability of this technique for the infrare
excitation of vibrational levels had been pointed out in R
18, but few explicit theoretical studies of MP STIRAP
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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realistic molecular systems seem to have been car
out.22,24For small photonicitiesm andn a number of genera
properties of such processes in model few-level systems h
been derived,21,22 usually invoking effective MP Hamilto-
nians. Thus in the ideal limit the existence of an adiabatica
evolving two-color Floquet state25 connecting initial state
and target state~a ‘‘connected state’’! is an important re-
quirement for the success of the method. Typically this tra
fer state will acquire contributions from intermediate stat
the latter hence no longer being true spectator states. It
also been shown that in contrast to simple STIRAP, corr
tions to the rotating wave approximation~RWA! are substan-
tial in MP-STIRAP and may alter the qualitative picture
the process.21

The application of MP-STIRAP to more extended re
istic molecular systems poses several challenges. In par
lar, long anharmonic progressions may be expected to l
the frequency ranges accessible to individual (m1n) pro-
cesses. Irregularities and degeneracies in the anharm
progressions will arise both from the more complex sha
of three-dimensional potentials and from the interaction
tween the reactant and product ladder states. Very high-ly
states may passively participate via the dynamical St
shifts they induce. Coupling to a fairly dense manifold
background states may perturb the STIRAP transitions. F
thermore, the focus of MP-STIRAP should be on drivin
transitions with fairly high photonicities—or otherwise th
method would not provide a competitive alternative to~1
11!-STIRAP strategies.

Another interesting point is the total process duratio
The adiabaticity criterion8–12,26 in effect requires the pulse
area, conveniently expressed in multiples ofp, to be large,
and the pulse shape to change slowly. For NLSs and M
processes the literal pulse area must be replaced by a g
alized pulse area~GPA!,27,28 and the two may differ greatly
in numerical value. Irrespective of such subtleties this com
down to the condition that the individual pulses should
long. Yet short pulses may be desirable in many situatio
Thus self-learning adaptive pulse-shaping, which would b
efit from robust mechanisms, for practical reasons is limi
to the lower picosecond range.6,7 The question then is if and
how far away the MP-STIRAP can be pushed from the ad
batic limit, towards shorter pulses,26 and how this would af-
fect its robustness.

In a series of papers we explore these points on the b
of simulations for model NLSs with realistic molecular p
rameters based on three-dimensional~3D! wave functions. In
the present part I we show the feasibility of MP populati
transfer across a barrier by counterintuitively ordered pul
in extended L-NLSs. In particular, we demonstrat
(m1n)-STIRAP,m52 – 4,n51 – 6, across the barrier of th
HCN→HNC isomerization reaction, proceeding along t
manifolds of the HCN- and HNC-bend vibrations. In th
adiabatic limit, which in view of the many possible antag
nistic perturbations in the present system we place at G
around and in excess of 100p, the corresponding pulse
widths are about 50 ps and longer; as our standard exam
we use pulsewidths of 80 ps. The important question of
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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bustness is addressed by mapping out the frequency and
plitude ranges leading to near-complete state-specific isom
ization, and the performance of MP-STIRAP is compared
that of~111!-STIRAP. These results are discussed in view
the complications associated with near-degeneracies
overlapping resonances along the anharmonic progress
and we attempt to relate the results to analytical soluti
concerning the robustness8–12,26 of standard STIRAP in a
TLS.

In follow-up papers29 we will provide a detailed analysi
of the properties, mechanisms and population dynamic
individual (m1n)-STIRAP processes, also in conjunctio
with the use of this technique with much shorter pulses.
will also address additional complications stemming fro
phase-sensitive behavior associated both with a poss
fortuitous commensurability of the pump- and Stoke
frequencies and with the coupling to background states
systems with a higher density of vibrational states. Su
complications may prevent the free choice of the photon
ties and may restrict the applicability of (m1n)-STIRAP to
selected combinations ofm andn.

The rest of the present paper is organized as follows
Sec. II we describe the computational models and techniq
used in our simulations. Section III will be devoted to
analysis of the specific properties of the extendedL-system
formed by the vibrational bend states of the HCN/HNC s
tem. In Sec. IV we present the results for (21n)- and (3
1n)-STIRAP processes across the HCN→HNC isomeriza-
tion barrier over extended ranges of pulse amplitudes,
quencies and durations, and discuss the issue of robust
We also give a brief account of~416!-STIRAP, which is the
transition of highest overall photonicity we have treated.
nally, a summary and our conclusions are in Sec. V.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We consider the interaction of a nonrotating orient
molecule in its electronic ground state, specified by the m
lecular HamiltonianĤ0 and the dipole moment operatorm,
with a laser pulse. The excitation of vibrational modes b
laser field is described within the semiclassical dipole
proximation. The molecule interacting with the laser field
represented by the time-dependent Hamiltonian,

Ĥ5Ĥ02m"E~ t !. ~1!

The laser pulse is specified by the field strength vectorE(t).
We assume the field to be linearly polarized in a plane p
allel to the molecular axis. In our simulations for the HC
HNC system this axis is the C–N bond, fixed along t
x-axis of a space-fixed coordinate system. UsingE(t)
5uE(t)u, the interaction term in Eq.~1! takes the form
mxE(t).

A. Pulses

The pulse setup and the most important pulse charac
istics are schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Throughout
investigations presented in this paper we use simple Ga
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ian pulse pairs. As noted above, all pulses are assumed t
polarized in a plane parallel to the CN axis, and the ove
field E(t) is then given by

E~ t !5 f ~ t,tp!A0,p sin~vpt1wp!

1 f ~ t,ts!A0,s sin~vst1ws!. ~2!

The subscriptsp and s denote, respectively, the individua
pump- and Stokes-pulses with central frequenciesvp and
vs , initial phaseswp andws , and peak amplitudesA0,p and
A0,s . The Gaussian envelope function

f ~ t,tk!5exp$2~ t2tk!
2/2gk

2%, ~3!

with k standing for eitherp or s, specifies a pulse centered
time tk , with width parametergk corresponding to a pulse
width Wk5(8 ln 2)1/2gk ~full width at half height!.

In order to mimic laboratory conditions that are
simple as possible, we constrain the pump- and Stok
pulses to have equal envelopes, i.e., in each (m1n)-STIRAP
pulse pair, both pulses have equal widths,Wp5Ws5W, and

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the counterintuitively ordered pulse
and the MP-STIRAP process across the barrier in an extendedL-system.~a!
The pulse configuration used throughout this paper. The pump- (p-) and
Stokes- (s-)pulses have equal Gaussian envelope functions with peak
plitude A0 and widthW; the Stokes pulse precedes the pump pulse by
time delay -W. ~b! A ~213! STIRAP process leading from the initial reage
(R) stateR1 to the target product (P) stateP1 via the intermediate reagen
stateR2, the apex stateA and the intermediate product statesP3 andP2.
For pump frequencyvp and Stokes frequencyvs the figure shows the
intermediate-level detuningD1 , the overall detuningD2 , and the rung de-
tuningsd i for i 5R2, P2, andP3.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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equal amplitudes,A0,p5A0,s5A0 . The pulse delayDt5tp

2ts is kept fixed atDt52W, resulting in counterintuitive
ordering. This configuration is the one shown in Fig. 1~a!. It
has been analyzed for~111!-STIRAP in a TLS, and it has
been shown that the particular pulse delay chosen abov
an optimal choice in a certain sense.9,11 However, in the
present NLS these pulses, which have equal literal pulse
eas, are not matched with respect to their GPAs, and
weaker of the two transitions will determine the degree
adiabaticity of the total setup. Although the above constra
give rise to a considerable reduction of the available par
eter space, they do not severely limit the possibility to dev
pulse pairs yielding complete or near-complete populat
transfer. This behavior indicates the relative robustness o
STIRAP transfer mechanism.

At ‘‘initial time’’ t i5ts21.875Ws and ‘‘final time’’ t f

5tp11.875Wp the amplitude functions have numerical
died out for all practical purposes, so that the field is eff
tively ‘‘off’’ outside the interval @ t i , t f ]. This means that in
our specific setup a MP-STIRAP process with individu
pulsewidthsW can be assigned a total durationt tot5tf2ti
53.75W. For W580 ps as used in the examples in Sec.
this corresponds tot tot5300 ps. Without loss of generalit
the time scale is chosen such thatt i50, and the phasews in
Eq. ~2! is set to zero. We also usews50 throughout, since
the investigation of phase-sensitive behavior is beyond
scope of this paper. The results discussed here are indee
or only very weakly phase-dependent—although pha
sensitive behavior does appear for commensurate value
vp andvs .28 In Sec. IV A we will briefly return to this point.

Figure 1~b! illustrates the energy and frequency relatio
for a pulse pair acting on states in an extend
L-configuration. Here and in the following we will identif
‘‘reagent’’ states~HCN states in the HCN→HNC isomeriza-
tion! by the labelRi, wherei represents a number in a su
able numbering scheme, ‘‘product’’~HNC! states analo-
gously byPi, and the apex state of the extendedL-system
by A ~we will later have to deal with multiple apex state
which we will number asAi). The figure indicates variou
detunings playing important roles in the MP-STIRAP pr
cesses associated with pump frequencyvp and Stokes fre-
quencyvs ; the intermediate-level detuningD1 ~the detuning
of the pump pulse from its MP zero-order resonance!, the
overall detuningD2 @the detuning from the (m1n)-photon
zero-order resonance#, and the rung detuningsd i measuring
the mismatch between intermediate rungs of the anharm
ladder of molecular levels and the harmonic MP ladder.
casevp andvs are chosen to equal the zero-order resona
frequenciesv0,p andv0,s we haveD15D250, and the rung
level detuningsd i assume the valuesd0,i .

B. Molecular Hamiltonian, vibrational energy levels,
and dipole matrix

As in previous model investigations of HCN→HNC
isomerization15,30 we use 3D vibrational wave functions31

and dipole moment functions15 derived fromab initio calcu-
lations, from which we also determine the dipole matrix
ementsm i j 5^ i umxu j &.
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Sets ofJ50 andJ51 vibrational eigenstates ofĤ0 have
been obtained by Bowmanet al.31 The states below the
isomerization barrier are strongly~.98%! localized in either
the HCN or the HNC well of the potential energy surfa
~PES!. These statesu i &, with eigenvalues« i , can be charac-
terized by triples of quantum numbers (v1 ,v2 ,v3) corre-
sponding to the normal modes of the isomers, i.e., C–H
N–H stretch,H–C–N or H–N–Cbend, and C–N stretch
Higher levels above the barrier may still be localized on o
of the two isomers, but delocalized states with various
grees of delocalization become increasingly important w
increasing energy.

Pure bend states of HCN and HNC, with quantum nu
bers (0,v2,0), are spread out along the minimum energy p
for isomerization on both sides of the barrier, and extend a
into the energy regime above the barrier. They provide
most efficient sequentially coupled ladders for reaching a
crossing the barrier15 and are a natural choice for MP strat
gies of isomerization. In particular, in a rotation-free mod
of isomerization theJ5K50 states (0,v2,0), which havev2

even, give rise to an extendedL-NLS suitable for MP-
STIRAP transfer by pulses polarized along the CN axis.

The energy level diagram of the 28 lowest states of t
type ~cumulative for both isomers! is shown in Fig. 2. We
usev2 to number the levels of this 28-level system~28-LS!,
labeling the HCN~reagent! states byRv2 and the HNC
~product! states byPv2 , henceR0 to R26 andP0 to P26 for
the levels included. However,R24 and P24 exist only as
zero-order states. As will be discussed in Sec. III, they in
act to form a pair of completely delocalized states at the a
of the extendedL-system formed by the two bend progre
sions. In energetic ordering, these two otherwise equiva
apex states are denotedA1 andA2.

This 28-LS forms the basis set employed to obtain
results presented in Sec. IV. It contains all the states wh
are absolutely essential to describe the MP-dynamics
pulses in the frequency range of the bend transitions, be
either directly involved in the transitions or contributing n
ticeably through their dynamical Stark shifts. It neglec
weakly coupled or far off-resonant states~background states!
and high-lying states well above the barrier. The influence
these neglected states is explored elsewhere.29

C. Time-dependent Schro ¨ dinger equation
and pulse optimization

Using the ingredients introduced in Secs. II A and II
the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation describing the evo
lution of the time-dependent system wave functionuC& under
the action of the laser field can be integrated. The comp
tional techniques have been presented in Ref. 32. In the
ergy representation,uC& is expanded in a finite basis set o
bound eigenstatesu i & of Ĥ0 ,

uC&5(
i 51

N

ci~ t !u i &. ~4!

The Schro¨dinger equation can then be written in algebra
form as
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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i\ ċ5Hc, ~5!

wherec is the vector of expansion coefficientsci(t), and the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian matrixH are

Hi j 5« id i j 2m i j A~ t !. ~6!

We do not invoke RWA, since it has been shown that t
approximation may fail to correctly describe important d
namical features of MP-STIRAP.21

Assuming the system to be initially in one of the reage
eigenstatesuRv2&, the set of coupled differential equation
~5! is propagated fromt50 to t5t tot using Runge–Kutta or
predictor–corrector techniques. Because of the nonstiff
ture of the equations it is no problem to converge these
tegrations even though they run over many thousands of
tical cycles. In our examples we assume that the initial s
is one of the statesR16, R18, orR20, which connect to the
apex state (A1 or A2), respectively, by a 4-, 3-, or 2-photo
pump transition. We do not consider the preparation of
excited initial state, but we note that in a complete sequen
MP-STIRAP isomerization scenarioa la Kurkal and Rice,16

FIG. 2. Level diagram of the 28-LS formed by theJ50 vibrational bend
eigenstates (0,v2,0) of the HCN/HNC system. The states are labeled
reactant~HCN! statesRv2 or product~HNC! statesv2 except for the two
delocalized combination statesA1 and A2 at the apex of the extende
L-system, which are formed from the zero order states HCN~0,24,0! and
HNC~0,24,0!. The bare classical barrier height at 16 389 cm21 is indicated
by a dashed line. The equally spaced thin lines connected by arrows
the zero-order energetics of the~315!-STIRAP process leading from the
initial stateR18, HCN ~0,18,0!, to the target stateP14, HNC ~0,14,0!, via
the apex stateA2.
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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it would have been reached from the ground state
predecessor-MP-STIRAP steps.

The objective of state-specific isomerization is to arriv
at timest.t tot , at a stateuC& localized at the product isome
which is as close as possible to a specified target eigen
uPv2&. Our examples address (m11) to (m16) STIRAP
processes, so that the target states are the HNC levels
R22 successively down toR12.

We have successfully optimized MP-STIRAP pul
pairs33 using constrained optimal control algorithms.1,34,35

However, the rich structure of the probability landscape, w
multiple local maxima and flat and extended plateaus, m
lead to a strong dependence of the predicted ‘‘optimu
both on the initial conditions and on details of the algorith
Furthermore, since in the present investigation we
strongly interested in characterizing the robustness of
method, we require information on the dynamics across
tended ranges of parameter space. To this end we ob
results on multidimensional grids of pulse parameters
study the corresponding topographical maps.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE EXTENDED L-SYSTEM
OF BEND STATES

In order to interpret the dynamics of the transitions a
to appreciate some notable differences to simple model
tems it is useful to discuss the main features of the 28
shown in Fig. 2, which also forms the basis set for our c
culations. The lowest 12J50 bend states of each isome
i.e., the states~0,0,0! to ~0,22,0!, labeled, respectively,R0 to
R22 andP0 to P22, which are below the vibrationally adia
batic barrier~although the uppermost of them are above
barepotential barrier!, are strongly localized in their respec
tive potential wells. These states form two anharmonic p
gressions determined by the properties of the two poten
wells, with different fundamental frequencies (1419 cm21

for HCN versus 920 cm21 for HNC!, and different anhar-
monic distortions. Due to a shoulder in the HNC well of th
PES,31 the statesR16 to R22 show irregularities in their
spacings.

Both bend progressions extend into the range above
barrier, where they interact more strongly with other stat
The two highest states shown,R26 andP26, have dominant
leading contributions from bend states, but they do also h
some admixtures of other zero-order states. They are we
delocalized, and they are both distinctly detuned from
regular anharmonic ladder.

The most important feature in the above-barrier range
the strong interaction between the pair of near-degene
zero-order bend states~0,24,0! of HCN and HNC. The zero-
order states combine to form a pair of completely delocaliz
states denotedA1 andA2 with an energy gap of 71 cm21.
These combination states have similar coupling element
the neighboring levels on both sides of the bend ladders
both of them are thus part of both bend progressions. T
form a doubled or split apex of the extendedL-configuration
modeling isomerization and represent the transition state
the HCN→HNC isomerization.

The energetic properties of the 28-LS shown in Fig
have important consequences for the population transfe

s

ow
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Downloaded 25 Fe
TABLE I. Zero-order frequencies and maximum ladder rung detunings for some pump and Stokes tran
involving the delocalized statesA1 or A2 as apex (A) states.

Transition Type

A5A1 A5A2

v0
a dmax

b v0
a dmax

b

R18→A 3-photon pump 1112.61 56.12 1088.80 102.04
A→P22 1-photon Stokes 741.14 ¯ 669.72 ¯

A→P20 2-photon Stokes 737.17 3.97 701.45 31.73
A→P18 3-photon Stokes 737.04 4.10 713.23 43.51
A→P16 4-photon Stokes 743.62 19.74 725.76 56.04
A→P14 5-photon Stokes 754.40 52.08 740.11 80.64
A→P12 6-photon Stokes 769.41 103.16 757.51 132.84

aZero-order resonance frequency in cm21.
bMaximum ladder rung detuning in cm21.
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this system. First, because both delocalized states may a
the apex of theL-configuration, isomerization may involv
competing and parallel interfering pathways. Second, du
the resulting energy shifts inA1 andA2 relative to the zero-
order bend states, additional irregularities are introduced
the anharmonic progressions, which lead to remarkably c
near-degeneracies in the transition frequencies for transit
of different photonicities. Third, the irregular spacings a
give rise to sizable rung detunings in the individual MP tra
sitions to and from the apex states.

These points are illustrated by the zero-order frequen
v0 and the maximum ladder rung detuningsdmax for the (3
1n)-STIRAP processes, which are collected in Table I. F
an individual MP pump or Stokes transition,dmax is defined
as dmax5max$ud0,i u, i 5all intermediate rungs%. Because of
the smaller values ofdmax for all listed ladders,A2 is ex-
pected to be the preferred intermediate state for the M
STIRAP processes. On the other hand, no near-degener
occur in the Stokes transitions from stateA1, whereas we
notice pronounced near-degeneracies in the zero-order
quencies for the 1- through 4-PTs fromA2 to HNC bend
states. Indeed, the near-degeneracy between the 2- and
is so close, that the frequency distribution of any pu
shorter than about 100 ps will tend to couple these tra
tions. The splittings between the 1-photon- and each of
2-, 3-, and 4-photon Stokes transitions are somewhat lar
but this still means that pulses with widths in the lower
range may fail to be state-selective. Competing parallel p
cesses and the formation of superposition states must be
pected to occur in any isomerization strategy involving
pulses in (m11)- to (m14)-processes, which might affec
the feasibility or at least the robustness of MP-STIRAP.

In effect the 28-LS represents an extended and disto
version of the 4- and 5-LSs investigated by Coulston a
Bergmann.10 In particular, the doubling of the apex state a
the extension of the ladders above the apex are explic
considered in Ref. 10, and conditions for the maintenanc
efficient adiabatic transfer are derived. Our results will illu
trate whether these conditions are met for MP-STIRAP tra
fer in a system with realistic molecular parameters, far
yond the realm of analytical analysis. Yet it should
remembered that notwithstanding its realistic traits and itsab
initio background, due to the approximations included in
construction of the Hamiltonian our 28-LS is amodelsystem
b 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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applicable for feasibility studies in a general qualitati
sense; it cannot be predictive in terms of direct experime
verification.

IV. MP-STIRAP POPULATION TRANSFER ACROSS
THE HCN\HNC ISOMERIZATION BARRIER

In this section we give an overview of th
(m1n)-STIRAP processes across the HCN→HNC isomer-
ization barrier, withm52 and 3 andn51 – 6. We investigate
the feasibility of state-selective population transfer and
robustness of the method in a system characterized by
presence of several near-degenerate and competing tr
tions. As a brief summary it can be stated beforehand
state-specific MP-STIRAP population transfer across
isomerization barrier can be readily achieved, and despite
pronounced near-degeneracies in the Stokes frequencie
n51 – 4, all the individual transitions up ton56 can be
driven selectively. Our main objective now is to character
the robustness of the method with respect to variations in
essential pulse characteristics: the intensity~field strength!
and the pump and Stokes frequencies.

For this investigation we have adjusted the pulse wi
such that under the constraint of equal pump- and Stok
pulse envelopes and with ‘‘typical’’ values of the amplitud
as discussed below, the system is well in the adiabatic
main, so that a substantial degree of robustness is also g
anteed. For the present system, this is achieved by ascer
ing that the corresponding GPAs approach or exceed 10p.
As already noted above, this condition is met if the pu
width is chosen asW580 ps. For STIRAP in simple TLS
without considering issues of robustness GPAs as sma
3–4p would suffice for adiabatic behavior.11

Data for selected STIRAP pulse pairs that transfer po
lation via the apex stateA2 are collected in Table II. Unde
the same conditions pulses involving transitions throughA1,
which are generally less efficient, have areas that are a
30% smaller. Note the GPAs do not scale linearly with t
literal areas under the envelopes or withA0 ~sometimes not
even approximately!.

A. Frequency variation

State-selective population transfer in (m1n)-STIRAP
can be accomplished over remarkably extended range
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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pump- and Stokes-frequencies. In order to provide a com
hensive picture of the set of processes belonging to a fi
pump-photonicitym, it is necessary to map outvp–vs

ranges of about 1003200 cm21. This means that only a
coarse frequency grid can be used to obtain representa
of the probability landscapes. Figures 3 and 4 show s
coarse-grained product-state resolved intensity plots wit
frequency resolution of 5 cm21. The different target state
are identified by the number of Stokes photons (n), and
shaded areas identify frequency combinations giving rise
near-complete state specific population transfer~shaded cells
denote population transfer exceeding 75%!. In addition non-
shaded, but labeled cells indicate population transfer
50%–75%.

Before commenting on the results it should be poin
out that the final populations are not strictly phas
independent. Weak sensitivity of the results on the phasewp

andws may arise whenever a pulse pair prepares a supe
sition state. In general such phase effects give rise to va
tions of ,5% in the level populations. Hence they do n
lead to any notable changes in the intensity maps and
safely be neglected. However, from this discussion we m
exclude a stripe of frequency combinations along the das
line tagged 3:2, where the pump- and Stokes-frequencies
commensurate with ratio 3:2. In this stripe the MP-STIRA
results can display massive phase sensitivity. This situa
will be considered elsewhere.29 The results included, for
completeness, in the present figures are those for the
trary special casewp5ws50. This is also the choice mad
for the remaining range, where, as said, the results do
significantly depend on the specific values of the phases

Figure 3 shows results for (21n)-STIRAP processes fo
two values of the pulse amplitude,A050.0017 a.u., corre-
sponding to a laser peak intensity of about 100 GW cm22,
andA050.0030 a.u., corresponding to about 300 GW cm22.

TABLE II. Generalized pulse areas for selected resonant multiple-p-pulses.a

Transition States A0 /a.u.
Generalized

area/p

2-photon pump R18→A2 0.0017 157
3-photon pump R16→A2 0.00255 111
2-photon Stokesb A2→P20b 0.0017 217

0.00255 292
3-photon Stokesb A2→P18b 0.0017 234

0.00255 323
4-photon Stokes A2→P16 0.0017 173

0.00255 260
5-photon Stokes A2→P14 0.0017 86

0.00255 168
6-photon Stokes A2→P12 0.0017 20

0.00255 76
1-photon first overtone pump R18→A2 0.0017 42

0.012 300
1-photon second overtone pumpR16→A2 0.00255 8

0.012 40
1-photon third overtone Stokes A2→P16 0.0017 7

0.012 54
1-photon fourth overtone Stokes A2→P14 0.00255 3

0.012 18

aDetermined from the number of Rabi cycles and rounded to integers.
bPrepares a superposition state.
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For the various individual transitions, these values trans
into the GPAs given in Table II. The results for the lower
the two field strengths are shown in Fig. 3~a!. Here the most
dominant feature is the extended contiguous frequency ra
in which near-complete~211!-transfer is achieved. How
ever, in view of our objective to bridge as many quanta
possible, the results forn.1 are of greater interest. Indee
there are sizable ranges of robustness for the~212!-, ~213!-,
and ~214!-transitions, and even~215!-STIRAP proceeds in
a fairly robust manner.

The qualitative aspects of successful state-specific M
STIRAP transfer can be related to the web of lines super
posed on the intensity plot, which represent various ze
detuning situations. The two vertical lines indicate the ze
order frequencies for the 2-photon pump transitions toA1 ~at
1048 cm21) and to A2 ~at 1085 cm21) and hence zero
intermediate-level detuning; along these lines we haveD1

50. The full lines denote zero overall detuning for the
1n)-processes indicated. The conditionD250 is indepen-
dent of the apex state, and for the (m1n)-process is met
along a straight line with slopen/m.

Pump frequencies below'1060 cm21 haveD1 consid-
erably larger for the transition through the apex stateA2 than
for transition throughA1, and we may expect that populatio
transfer will mainly involve the latter state. The correspon
ing zero order Stokes frequencies are well separated~cf.
Table I!, and so it is not surprising that the zones of ne
complete population transfer are also well separated and
form sizable contiguous regions of robustness. As anticipa
from the rung level detunings of the various MP transitio
in Table I, this mechanism is more efficient forn51 and 2
than for the transitions of higher photonicity. Although som
~213!- and ~214!-population transfer throughA1 does oc-
cur at the lower field strength, these transitions predo
nantly proceed throughA2, as does (215)-STIRAP. But in
the range where transfer throughA2 is expected to be pref
erable, i.e., forvp.1065 cm21, the degeneracies among th
various (21n)-transitions are pronounced, the individu
processes of different photonicity compete and do no lon
occur in well-separated frequency domains. While sta
specific transfer to any of the product states under consi
ation occurs readily, the frequency ranges supporting an
those transitions disintegrate into several disjoint parts, in
spersed with ranges of stability of different transitions. As
whole, these individual ranges form a compact, but intric
pattern that appears to be difficult to predict or analyze.

Nevertheless it can be stated that these individual ran
sow a propensity for approximate zero overall detuning. T
is not meant to imply that tuning both pulses on~zero-order!
resonance is the optimum strategy for MP-STIRAP. In fa
the maxima~centers of plateaus and ridges! of the two-color
(m1n)-photon resonance are detuned from their zero-or
values ~which is expected in view of the dynamical Sta
shifts!. However, the extent of the observed shift diffe
widely for the various transitions and individual zones
stability. The overall detuning may reach amazing valu
red shifts of 60 cm21 and more are observed for the~211!-
transition, difficult to explain by dynamical Stark shift
alone.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Coarse-grained final-state resolved intensity plot for (21n)-STIRAP processes. The frequency resolution is 5 cm21. All pulses haveW580 ps.~a!
A050.0017 a.u.;~b! A050.0030 a.u.~these values ofA0 correspond to GPAs given in Table II!. A numbern in a cell denotes a dominant (21n) population
transfer with.50% final population of the target state. Shaded cells indicate near-complete population transfer, with.75% final population in the target state
Full lines superimposed on the plot represent the zero-overall detuning conditionD250 for the transition indicated by the tag. Vertical broken lines denote
zero intermediate-level detuning conditionD150 for transitions through the apex stateA1 or A2 as indicated by the tag. The gray broken line tagged ‘‘3:
represents the commensurability condition 2vp53vs .
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In fact two contributions to these displacements can
discerned. The small shift observed notably for the tran
tions not strongly affected by degeneracy problems, e.g.,
~215! and~216!, which is reminiscent of the resonance d
fects and Bloch–Siegert shifts of one-colorp-pulse
resonances,36 is linked to the dynamical Stark shifts. On th
other hand, the very strong detuning for~211!-STIRAP must
be seen as anapparentshift related to the competition with
near-degenerate parallel processes of different photoni
For blueshifted frequencies the competing higher-order tr
sitions affect and quench the~211!-process, while ifboth
frequencies are redshifted, only the~211! transition can pro-
ceed, since then all other transitions are far too strongly
tuned. It is this asymmetric quenching that pushes the ce
of the stability range far towards the red. We will readdre
this point in Sec. III B.
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While the overall detuning can be sizable in some
gions, the pattern of the intensity plot as a whole is s
governed by the zero-overall detuning conditions. Individu
zones of robustness tend to be extended in the direc
along or parallel to their zero-overall detuning lines, indic
ing liberal variation of the intermediate-level detuning a
much less variability of the overall detuning.

At the higher field strength, illustrated in Fig. 3~b!, the
relative importance of the transitions with higher photoni
ties is increased. The contribution of the~211!-process is
becoming less prominent, while the importance of the M
Stokes transitions of higher photonicity is considerably a
plified, and extended ranges of robustness appear for th~2
15!- and ~216!-transitions. This behavior can be related
the fact that increasing the field strength has two antagon
effects. On the one hand, the GPAs are increased, thu
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Coarse-grained final-state resolved intensity plot for (31n)-STIRAP processes.~a! A050.00255 a.u.;~b! A050.0032 a.u. All other details are as i
Fig. 3.
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principle shifting the conditions further towards the adiaba
limit. This effect becomes most strongly apparent for t
weakest MP-transitions, i.e., the processes with high Sto
photonicities, in particular if proceeding throughA1. The
larger GPAs also admit increased intermediate-le
detuning.12 This gives rise to the appearance of regions
efficient state-specific population transfer in the periphe
parts of the frequency range mapped out in Fig. 3.

Conversely stronger fields also produce increased c
pling between individual transitions and enhances the for
tion of superposition states in regions that lead to sta
selectivity for the lower field. This coupling is most strong
felt in the area around the closely spaced zero-order tra
tion frequencies for the processes throughA2. For the lower
field, for which Stokes coupling is still weak, a fairly com
pact ‘‘tiling’’ of the vp–vs plane with regions of state
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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specific population transfer is apparent in Fig. 3~a!. This
compact zone appears thinned out in Fig. 3~b!. Overall, the
intensity plot at higher field strength appears more extend
but less compact than the one at lower field strength.

From Fig. 4 it is seen that the (31n)-STIRAP processes
show the same qualitative behavior as their (21n)-
counterparts, although the individual zones of stability a
smaller. Due to the higher pump photonicity, higher fie
strengths are required to obtain sufficiently large GPAs. T
intensity plots in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! have been obtained fo
A050.00255 and 0.0032 a.u. At these field strengths,
high-photonicity transitions~315!- and~316!-STIRAP pro-
ceed without problems.

In additional runs we found that the almost thermone
tral ~416!-STIRAP processR16→P12 can be driven at still
slightly higher values ofA0 , in the range 0.0033–0.004
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a.u., when the GPA of the Stokes-pulse becomes la
enough to match the adiabaticity condition.

In a qualitative way, the features of robustness followi
from the analytical analysis of STIRAP~Refs. 8–12, 26! can
be redetected in the present results. In particular this c
cerns the relation between intermediate-level detuning
adiabaticity,12 which leads to the ‘‘growth’’ of the intensity
plots with the field strength. AsA0 and hence the GPA, an
along with it the adiabaticity parameter are increased,
adiabaticity condition is fulfilled for increasingly higherD1 .
This qualitative agreement indicates that in some sense
STIRAP in a NLS effectively behaves like STIRAP in
TLS.

B. Pulse amplitude

Next we investigate the question how the transfer e
ciency for a fixedvp–vs-pair varies with the pulse ampli
tude. In view of the orientational disorder of the molecules
the gas-phase, robustness with respect to the field streng
particularly relevant for gas-phase isomerization, since
any geometrical field-molecule configuration only the p
jection of the field vector onto the axis is effective. In Figs

FIG. 5. Field strength dependence of (21n)-STIRAP processes with 80 p
pulses at various fixedvp–vs frequency combinations. The panels sho
cases giving rise to complete state-specific population transfer as indic
Full bold lines show the variation of the transfer probability for these no
nal transitions. Dashed lines represent competing parallel processes
vp–vs values in the six panels are~a! 1100– 740 cm21, ~b! 1045–
695 cm21, ~c! 1075– 730 cm21, ~d! 1065– 740 cm21, ~e! 1105– 765 cm21,
~f! 1095– 775 cm21.
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and 6 we show the field strength~i.e., A0) dependence for a
number of selected frequency combinations. All these f
quency pairs correspond to population maxima for the in
vidual processes as identified in Figs. 3 and 4.

A comparison of the individual panels shows that t
interval from about 0.0015 to 0.0045 a.u., corresponding
laser peak intensities of about 80– 700 GW cm22, can be
considered a ‘‘characteristic range’’ of field strengths for M
STIRAP in the present system. The low-field threshold
population transfer relates to the breakdown of the adiab
transfer mechanism due to decreasing GPAs, while at
high field side extensive coupling of the near-degener
transitions sets in, which destroys the selectivity of popu
tion transfer. Irrespective of differences in the details~al-
most! all transitions have two common features; the rise a
fall of the transfer probabilities are very steep, so that for
following discussion to a first approximation the curves c
be considered rectangular. The width of these rectangle
roughly as wide as, or wider than the gap from zero am
tude to the rising edge. If the pulse amplitude is adjusted
valueA0 near the upper edge of the stability range, full tran
fer occurs over'50% of the amplitude range from zero t
A0 , corresponding, in terms of projection angles, to t
range of 0 to about 60°. Hence up to 25% of a random
oriented sample would be isomerized by such a MP-STIR
pulse pair.

ed.
-
he

FIG. 6. Field strength dependence of (31n)-STIRAP processes. The
vp–vs values in the six panels are~a! 1135– 740 cm21, ~b! 1085–
690 cm21, ~c! 1135– 735 cm21, ~d! 1120– 745 cm21, ~e! 1115– 755 cm21,
~f! 1145– 805 cm21. All other details are as in Fig. 5.
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In principle one should expect to see distinct trends
the A0-dependence of the transition probabilities connec
to the fact that the pulse amplitude is closely linked to
pulse area, the GPA, and the adiabaticity parameter. For
ample, the thresholds of the curves in Figs. 5 and 6 sho
reflect the breakdown of the adiabaticity assumption. T
low-field threshold behavior, and deviations from it have
cently been studied in detail for STIRAP~Ref. 26! and MP-
STIRAP ~Ref. 22! in simple systems. We should not expe
to observe the exponential behavior of adiabatic bre
down37 in unperturbed form for the present, much more co
plicated situation. However, the signature of this behavio
still showing up in steep rise of the transfer probabilitie
Invoking the adiabaticity criteria in a qualitative way, on
should expect the thresholds for the (31n)-processes to be
higher than the ones for the (21n)-processes, which is in
deed observed. Furthermore, in view of the data in Tabl
the thresholds within the (21n)-and (31n)-sequences
should appear in the order~2-PT, 3-PT!,4-PT,5-PT,6-PT.
The examples in Figs. 5 and 6 only partially recover t
ordering. The expected trends are obscured mainly du
two reasons. First, the examples shown reflect arbitr
choices for the frequencies. They are not directly compara
with each other, because the values ofD1 andD2 are differ-
ent for the various cases, and the amount of this detun
affects the onset and degree of adiabaticity. Second,
degeneracy-related competition between the Stokes tra
tions delays some of the thresholds.

We now come back to the detuning of the actualm
1n)-photon resonances from their zero-order values.
Figs. 7 and 8 we show the transfer efficiencies for the
1n)-STIRAP processes as functions ofA0 at the zero-order
frequencies. It is clear that in most cases MP-STIRAP is
effective on zero-order resonance; indeed for the lower tr
sitions including (311) it is not even a good initial guess.
is also clear that such deviations could be expected in v
of the dynamical Stark shifts induced by the pulses. On
other hand, the intrinsic robustness of STIRAP with resp
to variations in the pulse parameters may mask these sh
So it remains to be verified if there are other origins for t
observed effects. Figure 7 summarizes processes invol
pathways through the apex stateA2. It is seen that for the
lower transitions degenerate parallel transitions in so
cases proceed at the zero-order resonance frequencie
their competitors. This picture may at first suggest tha
strong contribution to the observed resonance defects is
lated to the near-degeneracies in the system. Yet Fig
makes clear that the shift is also present for the pathw
through the apex stateA1, which are not at all affected b
degeneracies or competing parallel processes. Finally
have also verified that the shift is not caused by a poss
coupling between the two apex states. In Fig. 8~a! we have
included the curve for the on-resonance transfer probab
for ~311!-STIRAP throughA1 resulting upon the complet
removal of the stateA2 from the basis. Although the pres
ence ofA2 is seen to have a small effect, there is still
sizable population transfer on zero-order resonance.
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C. Comparison of MP-STIRAP with other techniques

So far we have demonstrated that in the 28-LS mode
the HCN→HNC isomerization MP-STIRAP is feasible an
fairly robust, can cope with the difficulties associated w
near-degenerate MP-transitions, and can accommodate f
high photonicities. The straight-forward state speci
isomerization to any of the 6 upper target levels contra
with the results achievable with pump–dump methods us
p-pulses or multiple-p-pulses. The close near-degenera
between theA2→P20 andA2→P18 transition frequencies
does not allow selective resonant 2-PT and 3-PT through
intermediate levelA2. Although vibrational wave packet for
mation is usually associated with fs pulses, these two tra
tions are strongly coupled even with 80 ps pulses, so
resonant single- and multiple-p-pulses inevitably prepare su
perposition states. With exactly the same pulse envelopes
exploiting the intrinsic robustness against variations inD1 ,
the MP-STIRAP method has no problem to drive these tr
sitions selectively.

It now remains to be seen whether MP-STIRAP is co
petitive with simple ~111!-STIRAP along overtone
sequences.16 In order to investigate how efficient and robu
across-the-barrier multiquantum transitions can be dri
with ~111!-overtone-STIRAP, we have looked at its perfo
mance for the two specific processesR20→P16 andR18

FIG. 7. Field strength dependence of (31n)-STIRAP processes through th
apex stateA2 at the corresponding zero-order resonance frequencies
other details are as in Fig. 5.
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→P14. These results are to be compared with~214!- and
~315!-STIRAP, respectively.

The data in Table II shows that pulses driving overto
transitions with the same field strength and width as M
pulses have far smaller GPAs, and this difference is quic
amplified as the number of quanta in the transition increa
Therefore much larger field strengths~or pulse widths!
would be required to reach the adiabatic domain. On
other hand, there are no competing and near-degenerate
allel processes, so that the system effectively behaves
TLS. In this sense it provides perfect conditions for STIRA
and for adiabatic behavior it requires smaller GPAs than
MP-STIRAP processes.

Indeed both~111!-overtone-STIRAP processes can
driven, although with quite different demands on the fie
strength and with different degrees of robustness. For
~214!-quantum transitionP20→R16, ~111!-STIRAP is
found to have both advantages and disadvantages comp
to its MP cousin. It shows a very pronounced stability w
respect to variations in the field strength, and even at v
high field strengths does not couple to any other transitio

The plot of the transfer efficiencies against pulse am
tude in Fig. 9~a! demonstrates this robustness~note that
state-specific transfer proceeds almost up to the Keld
limit of ionization for molecular systems of'0.0024
a.u.,28,38 used as upper end of the plot interval in Fig. 9!.

FIG. 8. Field strength dependence of (31n)-STIRAP processes through th
apex stateA1 at the corresponding zero-order resonance frequencies.
dotted line in panel~a! shows the~311! population which results upon
removal of the stateA2 from the basis set. All other details are as in Fig.
Downloaded 25 Feb 2009 to 129.8.242.67. Redistribution subject to AIP
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However, ~111!-overtone-STIRAP is far less robust tha
MP-STIRAP with respect to frequency detuning. AtA0

50.0017 a.u. there are only two small frequency rang
leading to more than 75% transfer efficiency: an elliptic a
centered at the zero-order frequency for transition throu
A2 permitting detunings D1561.3 cm21 and D2

60.5 cm21, and an even smaller one centered at the ze
order frequency for transition throughA1. An intensity plot
with the scale and resolution of Fig. 3 would appear entir
void.

For the ~315!-quantum transitionP18→R14, ~111!-
STIRAP represents no useful alternative to MP-STIRAP
all. As shown in Fig. 9~b! the former requires far too high
field strengths, and even at the unlikely peak intensity
5 TW cm21 (A050.012 a.u.) the frequencies need to be ve
precisely tuned in order to obtain complete population tra
fer. This sensitivity also becomes apparent from the p
nounced shifts of the effective field strength thresholds up
weak detuning. In Fig. 9~b! the full-line curve represents th
case on zero-order resonance, while the dashed curve
the massively delayed threshold is for a weakly detuned
quency pair~pump detuning22.0 cm21, Stokes detuning
21.6 cm21). Contrary to the case on-resonance the la

he
FIG. 9. Field strength dependence of~111!-overtone STIRAP processe
through the apex stateA2. ~a! The~214!-quantum transferR20→P16 at the
zero-order resonance frequencies.~b! The ~315!-quantum transfer
R18→P14. The full line is at the zero-order resonance frequencies, the
ken line is for a pump detuning of22.0 cm21 and a Stokes detuning o
21.6 cm21.
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eventually leads to'100% population transfer. In genera
~111!-overtone-STIRAP quickly becomes less competit
in comparison with MP-STIRAP as the multiquantum ch
acter of the transition driven increases.

D. Additional comments

The (m1n)-STIRAP processes investigated above
concern higher-lying levels of our 28-LS, and the lowe
states in this basis are often not required for obtaining c
verged results for these transitions. Indeed we found that
8 lowest HCN and the 4 lowest HNC states are never ap
ciably populated in any of the processes at any of the co
tions studied in Sec. IV A, and that the bulk of the results c
be recovered using a 16-LS obtained from our 28-LS
discarding the 12 states mentioned above. Nevertheless
are cases where it is essential to include the lower state
order to obtain converged results, even if these states fa
become populated at any time. These states then act
through the additional Stark shifts they impose on the s
tem, a mechanism that is most clearly manifest in the de
mation of the curves representing the adiabatic instantan
two-color Floquet states.29

Despite using 3D wave functions, our results in effe
are for a 1D~bend-coordinate only! model of isomerization.
It remains to be seen how they carry over to a full 3D tre
ment, or termed differently, how the presence of backgro
states would affect the outcome. In the context of STIRA
this question was first addressed by Coulston a
Bergmann,10 and Rice and co-workers have investigated
problem both for the sequential STIRAP-based control
HCN→HNC isomerization16 and for an extended 3-puls
STIRAP model.39,40 In all cases it was concluded that th
influence of background states should be weak. On the o
hand, it has been shown that background states can sig
cantly modify control fields for the HCN/HNC system.41,42

Elsewhere the question of background state participatio
MP-STIRAP will be considered in detail;29 we note that the
effect varies from being negligible to being dominant.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using a model 28-LS comprising theJ50 bend states o
the HCN/HNC system, we have shown that isomerizat
can be achieved with a MP extension of the STIRAP te
nique. More specifically, we have simulated (m1n)-
STIRAP transfer, withm52 and 3, andn51 to 6, as well as
~416!-STIRAP, all proceeding from an excited HCN ben
state across the barrier to an excited HNC bend state.

The most notable feature of the 28-LS is the ne
degeneracy of several of the Stokes transitions. Neverthe
all the individual competing processes mentioned procee
a way that is robust with respect to variations in the pu
frequencies and amplitudes. That means that robust and
lective population transfer with one pair of counterintuitive
ordered pulses is possible even in the presence of
nounced near-degeneracies and overlapping resonances
viously it has been shown that in a STIRAP setup, the c
trol of branching transitions to exactly degenerate lev
requires an additional level and the action of a third puls39
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This is not the case in the present situation, which involv
competing transitions ofdifferentphotonicities. GPAs, adia
baticity parameters, and resonance detunings for transit
of different photonicities scale differently with field strengt
and so it is possible to effectively separate competing in
vidual (m1n)-photon processes by simply varyingv and
A0 . No modification of the standard STIRAP setup is r
quired, except for the necessity to tune to suitable range
pulse amplitudes and frequencies.

In a qualitative and ‘‘overall’’ way, the known behavio
of STIRAP in TLSs with respect to pulse areas or GPAs a
intermediate-level detunings3,8–12,26 also governs MP-
STIRAP. Zero-order resonance frequencies are not usu
the right choice. The condition of zero overall detuning pr
vides a first guess, but dynamic Stark shifts resultant from
large number of levels and competition between individ
transitions must be taken into account, so that the individ
ranges of robust state-specific transfer have to be loc
more painstakingly, possibly by trial-and-error. Also, th
strategy to enforce the approach to the adiabatic regime
increasing the field strength fails if applied in an unco
trolled way. Eventually stronger fields couple the vario
competing transitions, thus giving rise to the preparation
superposition states.

At face value, our simulations amount to a 1D study
HCN→HNC isomerization. Alternatively the 28-LS, or eve
more so the related 16-LS described in Sec. IV D, can
viewed as models for the study of population transfer
many-level extendedL-systems, which incorporate essent
properties of realistic molecular system. They differ fro
usual minimal models, which they augment, in several
spects, namely the extension of theL-system in all direc-
tions, the doubling of the apex state, and the presenc
distortions in the anharmonic progressions giving rise
overlapping resonances of different photonicities. All the
properties are likely to also be features of realistic molecu
systems beyond the special case of the HCN/HNC syst
The 16-LS represents a minimal model system with su
realistic features.

Summing up, we have verified by numerical simulatio
that in a NLS of moderate complexity modeling molecu
isomerization, MP-STIRAP is a suitable method for obta
ing robust and efficient state-to-state population trans
across a barrier, even in case of the presence of compe
near-degenerate transitions. Extended stretches of vibrati
progressions can be traversed in a single step. It should
possible to implement a few-step sequential MP-STIR
based control scheme of isomerization reactions in anal
to the STIRAP-based method of Kurkal and Rice.17
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